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Dean Logan's Blog 
RWU Law: #1 on Connecticut Bar Exam (Again) 
Posted by David Logan on 10/11/2013 at 04:47 PM 
The results are in and once again RWU law graduates led the pack on the Connecticut bar exam 
(traditionally the third most popular bar exam among our graduates). 
Here are the results for the schools that had more than 25 graduates take the test: 
 
   
 
The data reveals a pattern: RWU Law performed well ahead of the pack of ABA schools, with 3 
long-established schools in the middle, and the newest school, UMass, well behind the field. 
Congratulations to our graduates for another stellar performance, and to the faculty and staff at 
RWU for laying the foundation for our students’ professional success. 
For the 2012 data also(with RWU on top), click here and for the data for 2013, click here. 
 
